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Nordic Textbook of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery

Edited by Tore Bjornland, Sven Erik Norholt, Lars Rasmusson, Gyorgy Kalam Sandor

This contemporary textbook offers a broad and comprehensive coverage of oral and maxillofacial surgery.

The subject has evolved considerably since the latest Nordic textbook in oral surgery was published in 1986. This new
work is authored by some of Scandinavia's top clinicians and researchers.

The 31 chapters include detailed illustrations, clinical photos and tables, and cover a wide range of key topics,
including:

• Examination, investigation and principles of oral and maxillofacial surgery
• Important symptoms and treatment of dentoalveolar conditions, ENT-related conditions, trauma, tumors,
dentofacial disorders, implantology, TMJ, pain, and antibiotic treatment.

April 2021 - 568 pages
HB (9788762820128) £71.99
Publisher: Munksgaard Danmark
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DiGA VADEMECUM
How to Launch Digital Health Apps in the German Healthcare System

Jan B Bronneke, Jorg F Debatin, Philipp Kircher, Henrik Matthies

The "prescribable app" has become reality in Germany! Digital health applications (known by their German acronym,
DiGA) now have access to 73 million beneficiaries of the statutory health care system in Germany. Pioneering public
policy is creating compelling new opportunities for innovation driving digital transformation within the largest
European health care market. A great opportunity for many stakeholders – this is where this book comes in!

Written by deep domain experts who helped shape the core DiGA policy framework and its implementation, the book
is a streamlined guide to developing and disseminating digital health applications - from concept, to approval, to
successful digital product. Designed for DiGA developers in both start-ups and established companies, the necessary
steps from ideation to successful market launch are described. Edifying and clearly structured, the DiGA VADEMECUM
also provides valuable insights for investors and financial partners from the venture capital and private equity sectors
as well as for potential distribution partners from the pharmaceutical and medical technology communities.

Finally, the DiGA VADEMECUM is also an invaluable resource for physicians and therapists who want to learn not only
how to prescribe DiGA in a meaningful way, but also how to use digital feedback in the service of delivering better
care to patients.

April 2021 - 195 pages
PB (9783954666102) £36.99
Publisher: MWV Medizinisch
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Anatomy & Physiology Coloring Book
Exploring the Structure & Function of the Human Body

Scientific Publishing

This colouring book, organised by systems, includes two additional sections: Cells & Tissues and Pregnancy & Birth.
Coloring encourages active involvement in the learning process. Line drawings and supporting text help to break-down
complex anatomical topics. Divided into 14 sections: Introduction – including anatomical terms Cells and Tissues –
building blocks of the human body The Integumentary System – with skin sensors The Skeletal System – including the
bone growth cycle The Muscular System – along with coverage of selected joints The Nervous System – including the
reflex arc The Endocrine System – with descriptions of hormones The Vascular System – including coverage of the
cardiac cycle The Lymphatic System – important in the body’s defenses The Respiratory System – following the path
of inhaled air The Digestive System – including associated organs The Urinary System – emphasizing filtration The
Reproductive System – covering female and male Pregnancy & Birth – from fertilization to birth.

July 2021 - 400 pages
PB (9781935612704) £23.99
Publisher: Scientific Publishing Ltd
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Fatal Contact
How Epidemics Nearly Wiped Out Australia’s First Peoples

Peter Dowling.

This book is about the devastating infectious disease epidemics which were introduced into the Indigenous
populations of Australia after the arrival of the British colonists in 1788. Epidemics of smallpox, sexually transmitted
diseases particularly syphilis and gonorrhoea, tuberculosis, influenza, measles swept through the indigenous
populations of the continent well into the twentieth century the consequences of which still echo today in Aboriginal
health and life expectancy.

Many historians writing about the early colonial history of Australia have tended to acknowledge that introduced
diseases caused much sickness and mortality among the Aboriginal populations and were part of the huge population
decline following colonisation. But few of the writers have gone on to elaborate much further.

Consequently, much of Australia’s history is missing, even after more than 200 years. Our knowledge and
understanding of the biological consequences surrounding the meeting and contact of these two cultures has not yet
been fully investigated.

July 2021 - 400 pages
PB (9781922464460) £26.99
Publisher: Monash University Publishing
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Unmasked
The Politics of Pandemics

Bill Bowtell

Nature creates viruses. But people and politics create pandemics. And pandemics create new politics. In the 1980s,
the toxic politics of the response to HIV/AIDS turned a serious but manageable viral threat into a global pandemic that
took the lives of 32 million people and brought illness and suffering to millions more. In 2020, COVID-19 emerged into
a world where many governments had failed to heed the lessons of the past, and so they were unprepared and unable
to stop its global spread. But some countries had learned the harsh lessons of HIV/AIDS, and had contained SARS1,
Ebola, Zika and MERS. When coronavirus hit, they knew what to do to save their people from avoidable infections and
deaths.

In Unmasked: the Politics of Pandemics, Bill Bowtell draws on his four decades of experience in the global and local
politics of public health to examine why some countries got it right with coronavirus while others collapsed into misery
and chaos. He looks closely at the critical weeks when poor planning brought Australia to the brink of disaster, until
the Australian people forced their governments to put public health before politics. Unmasked reveals how and why
our politicians failed us during the greatest public health crisis of this century to date.

March 2021
PB (9781922464248) £15.99
Publisher: Monash University Publishing
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SBAs, EMQs & SAQs in PRACTICE PAPERS

Matthew Hanks

SBAs, EMQs & SAQs in PRACTICE PAPERS provides a broad range and style of questions, not only for medical students
preparing for their final exams, but also for clinicians preparing for their postgraduate exams.

This book includes over 40 single best answer questions (SBAs), 140 extended matching questions (EMQs) and 25 short
answer questions (SAQs), giving the reader a wide variety of topics to test their exam knowledge and technique. The
book also includes a variety of radiological images (abdominal and chest X-rays), ABGs and ECGs for interpretation. It
is an invaluable educational resource for exam preparation and to help you succeed.

Key features
• Over 200 questions on the core medical subjects.
• Compiled by a team of junior doctors with recent final exam and postgraduate specialty exam experience.
• Overseen by experienced doctors to ensure relevance and accuracy.
• The broad medical curriculum is covered in a succinct and consistent style.
• Pharmacology and pathology are integrated throughout the text.
• Clear and concise answers are provided.
• Easy accessible information to facilitate revision on the move.
• Enables the reader to assess their knowledge and help identify gaps in their knowledge to target revision.

March 2021 - 300 pages
PB (9781913755041) £25.00
Publisher: TFM Publishing Limited
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SBAs, EMQs & SAQs in the SPECIALTIES

Matthew Hanks

SBAs, EMQs & SAQs in the SPECIALTIES provides a broad range and style of questions, not only for medical students
preparing for their final exams, but also for clinicians preparing for their postgraduate exams.

This book includes over 130 single best answer questions (SBAs), 270 extended matching questions (EMQs) and 78
short answer questions (SAQs), giving the reader a wide variety of topics to test their exam knowledge and technique.
It is an invaluable educational resource for exam preparation and to help you succeed.

Key features
• Over 470 questions on specialty subjects.
• Compiled by a team of junior doctors with recent final exam and postgraduate specialty exam experience.
• Overseen by experienced doctors to ensure relevance and accuracy.
• The broad medical curriculum is covered in a succinct and consistent style.
• Pharmacology and pathology are integrated throughout the text.
• Clear and concise answers are provided.
• Easy accessible information to facilitate revision on the move.
• Enables the reader to assess their knowledge and help identify gaps in their knowledge to target revision.

April 2021 - 300 pages
PB (9781913755003) £25.00
Publisher: TFM Publishing Limited
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Anatomy & Physiology Colouring Book PB 9781935612704 £ 23.99

DiGA VADEMECUM PB 9783954666102 £ 36.99

Fatal Contact PB 9781922464460 £ 26.99

Nordic Textbook of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery HB 9788762820128 £ 71.99

SBAs, EMQs & SAQs in PRACTICE PAPERS PB 9781913755041 £ 25.00

SBAs, EMQs & SAQs in the SPECIALTIES PB 9781913755003 £ 25.00

Unmasked PB 9781922464248 £ 15.99
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